
Dates (individual stall dates OR start and end date to cover all stalls within a given period): ___________________________

Trading Name:_______________________________________

Signed: ______________________________

Contact details:                         Email:_______________________________________ Date: ______________________________

Tel:________________________________________

Hazard Such as why this is a hazard Suggested solution

Are you going to 

follow the 

suggested 

solution?

If you will be doing 

something else 

please provide 

additional details

Who is going to 

make sure this 

happens?

Slips

wet floor, from spillages, 

sweat or because it is raining 

outside.

If the floor has wet patches then someone may slip and it is likely that they 

would hurt themselves.

Ensure that the floor is kept clean.  If you 

notice any spillages contact cleaning

Trips

Cables running to or from 

your electrical equipment, 

mats, anything that could 

cause someone to fall over

If the floor space for your event is not kept clear and tidy someone may be 

injured.  Apart form the fact that we don't want anyone to be hurt this 

could also damage your equipment (if someone tripped over your laptop 

cable it may pull your laptop from where it was, onto the floor.  This is 

likely to damage the laptop).  This also means that your event will not look 

professional and it will be less likely that people will want to be involved. 

Make sure you plan your event so that no 

cables are trailing across areas people are likely 

to walk.  Make sure everything is kept tidy

Manual Handling
Moving heavy or awkward 

items

Your back is very important and is easily damaged if you don't look after it.  

It is really important that you do not lift anything that you are not 

completely happy with.  Don't twist, plan how you are going to move the 

item/s before picking them up, can you use a mechanical aid (something 

with wheels), should you seek assistance from colleagues.

Do not lift anything that you are not 

comfortable with - seek assistance!

Electrical

Stereos, projectors, lap tops - 

anything electrical that you 

bring to your event

Any electrical equipment not tested by our staff has the potential to affect 

the market power supply.  This could range from the electrical equipment 

catching fire to the circuit breaker tripping causing all power to be shut off,  

either of these occurrences would cause problems for you and other users 

on the market.  

Ensure all electrical equipment that you bring 

to your event is PAT tested

Fire

open heat sources such as 

Candles.  Things that will burn 

easily such as 

drapes/curtains,  paper or 

similar items. 

Fires are very rare, this is partly due to people being aware of the tragic 

effect of fire and reducing it greatly. The fire could spread to a building or 

burn an individual. Neither is acceptable. For this reason you must be 

mindful of what you are bringing into an event.  Any materials (canopy/side 

walls etc.) must be fire retardant - if your canopy/side walls are not fire 

retardant you will not be able to use it at your event. 

Ensure all items that could burn are fire 

retardant. Ensure there is no increased risk of 

fire due to your event. No candles/tea 

lights/pressurised gas (such as helium for 

balloons or butane/propane for heating) in the 

building please.

Contractors

People who are providing 

something for your event like 

a marquee, food, 

entertainment

If these people do not carry out what they've said they will do safely then 

someone may get hurt (food poisoning, marquee collapsing), they may also 

let you down by not turning up!

Make sure you get the following documents - 

Copy of their public liability insurance 

certificate (this must be in date and to the 

value of £10 million), a copy of their risk 

assessment and their method statement (how 

they are going to do what they say they will 

do).

COSHH Chemicals, paint

These items must have information with them stating how they should be 

used and got rid of. If you don't following these instructions (such as using 

a well ventilated space and mask with certain paints) you may be hurt

Follow the manufacturers instructions

Fire exits
Keeping fire evacuation 

routes clear at all times

Fire exits and fire evacuation routes should always be kept clear.  They are 

doors and spaces such as stair ways that would be used in the event that a 

building or room needed to be evacuated due to a fire or for many other 

reasons.  If these are not clear and the fire alarm is sounded then people 

will be at best delayed from exiting the building at worst they would be 

trapped.

Each venue will have a fire evacuation route.  

Make sure you know where these are and do 

not block them.

Food Cakes, snacks, hot meals

If the food provided at your event is not done to the necessary standard 

someone may be made ill or possibly die.  This could be an individual or 

everyone that ate food at your event.  This risk is clearly not acceptable.

Anyone providing food at an event must have 

at least one person with a valid food hygiene 

certificate who is happy to take responsibility 

for the preparation, transportation, storage 

and serving of food. This needs clear 

documentation and monitoring. Your pitch 

must be suitable for this to take place so it 

must have a clean area and a supply of clean  

water. Food must be prepared, transported, 

stored and served appropriately. You should 

avoid high risk food such as chicken rice and 

fish unless you are very experienced. If you are 

using a restaurant to provide food they will be 

classed as a contractor, please see that section 

above.

Finances Cash, debt

If you take money at your event someone may take it from you.  If you do 

not plan your event properly then you may be left with a big debt that you 

will need to pay back

Think about how to keep any money secure.  

Have a cash box, if cash starts to build up 

consider giving it to the market manager for 

safe keeping in the market office (make sure 

you speak to the market manager prior to your 

event so that he is aware and can let you know 

the office opening times during your event.  Do 

a financial plan for your event and make sure 

you won't lose money by holding the event

Risk assessment for stall bookings at Faversham Markets and events

______________________________

Market or event: ______________________________________________________

Person completing risk assessment: _____________________________________


